We build relationships with our family, friends, and our colleagues every day, and it’s a very
natural process for many of us. But for our students, solidifying these skills requires direct
instruction. Teaching friendship skills in the classroom requires making time in our day for
thoughtful discussions and community building activities.
Games are a fun and friendly way to put this into practice!
In this case, learning English through games is a really motivating way to learn the
language. Games are also great for children who are shy or worried about making mistakes.
It can give them an opportunity to communicate in English in a safe and fun way.
SUPERTMATIK English-Portuguese is a
worldwide lexicon Challenge for pupils aged 6 to
15 and aims to develop and consolidate their
reading and oral skills by practicing vocabulary
from different thematic areas.
This card game aims at promoting the joy for the
English language, applying acquired knowledge
through playful activities, incentivate creativity
and imagination in students, and motivate them
for an active and organized participation.
This game in particular is a vocabulary game
which includes 54 cards, 540 words and 5 levels
of difficulty.
INSTRUCTIONS OF HOW TO PLAY THIS GAME:
https://youtu.be/oaMsLOD6k3c

Why should we use it in class?
1. Vocabulary is a key skill for a foreign language
2. Speaking doesn't just help students develop academically, it's also a useful life skill
3. The game increases pupil engagement and will keep all students motivated
4. It can be used in multiple classrooms at all grade levels
5. SUPERTMATIK offers students the opportunity to shine whatever their area of ability
OTHER GAMES
In English classes we use games as a common form of building language skills and
straightening students’ bonds. Here are some more examples:

We also incentivate friendship and anti-bullying actions through theatre
and more physical games.

CONCLUSION:
Students must learn the necessary life skill of being able to work with others. This is true
whether working with friends or peers in teamwork activities. This skill is important in the
classroom as well as in life, so give them plenty of opportunities to practice with friendship
activities.

